Newsletter- October 2018
Carver Theatre AGM September 2018
To all Carver members

Welcome to the first Newsletter of our new season!
As not everyone was able to attend our AGM last month, so I want to share an edited version of my ‘Chair’s

address’:
“I am delighted to be offering myself once again as the chair of this theatre’s executive committee. It is a role
I feel immensely proud of.

We continue to be a thriving active community of people who love theatre. And what a great season we had
last year. It was a privilege to be able to present a play written by one of our members, Pete Gaskell, and our
audiences were immensely amused by the concept of the missing teeth of Albert Wrigglesworth. November’s
play provided food for thought as we contemplated the awful events of World War I under the skillful

direction of Kate Millward. Matt Kayes directed his first pantomime and Snow White proved to be very
popular with a full house at almost every show. I certainly loved my first experience of playing the baddie in
the form of the Evil Queen Avarice. We welcomed David Carlile early this year as a guest director for
Shelagh Stephenson’s hard hitting drama Enlightenment which brought to our stage a technical extravaganza
that wowed the GMDF adjudicator as well as the cast and audiences. I have never seen anything like it on
either the amateur or professional stage and nor had the adjudicator. In fact, what he actually said was,
“professional in standard, perfectly executed and jaw-droppingly amazing”. We won the GMDF technical
award for Enlightenment and I would like all members of the technical team to come to the stage now to
receive their award and for us to recognise their achievements.

We offered our audiences some light relief with our May production of the Vicar of Dibley, welcoming Sally
Jolly back as director following her success with Calendar Girls in 2012. I spoke to many audience members
who were nervous about coming to see the show because they had enjoyed the TV series so much and were
frightened of being disappointed. Well they certainly weren’t and Debbie Durr tells me there are people in
Marple who are still wondering what the Vicar is doing working in Iceland. What a fantastic production and
credit to all involved. We finished the season with our wonderful junior section performing two one-act plays
based on the works of Shakespeare. We were also proud that they represented our theatre at the GMDF one
act play Festival in June.
…Continued
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Continued…
A few weeks ago, I sent out a survey to find out what you all felt about our Wednesday night Club Nights.
Thank you to the 77 of you who responded. Overall around 3/4 of responders felt we should carry on with
some kind of Club Night and there were lots of ideas about how to make these evenings more fun and
relevant to members and a couple of events already planned. More will be shared in the newsletter.

As we all know to put on a production takes a huge amount of work, and it rarely goes completely
smoothly. A huge thank you to all the directors, stage managers, lighting and sound designers, lighting
and sound operators, ASMs, props coordinators, set builders, costume designers, programme makers,
prompts and cast members. In addition to this creative team, so many of you have been crucial to
supporting the running of the theatre by helping out with front of house, manning the bar, serving tea and
coffee, selling ice creams, selling adverts, writing newsletters, promoting our productions, putting up
posters, updating websites amongst other jobs. All of this work in addition to the maintenance building
has been adeptly led by the section coordinators who have been part of this year’s executive committee.
A huge thank you to all of you for everything you have done to support both the smooth running of the
theatre and the production of our plays. I am cautious about singling anybody out but some of the jobs
that go on behind the scenes can be incredibly time-consuming and yet hidden away from the view of
most of us. For this reason I want to give special thank you to Jane Lennox and Phil Kiernan for all the
time it takes to construct the season electronically on the tickets also website and allocate all the season
tickets. It’s really quite a task.

This year I have a couple of very special thank you’s. As many of you know, Bernice is having a break
from the role of Production Co-ordinator after many years of dedication. Choosing and casting plays is a
critical role and she has used her extensive knowledge and experience to ensure our audiences continue to
enjoy high quality theatre. It is so often a frustrating and stressful task and yet it all seems to work out all
right on the night. As well as Bernice, Mike Coleman will be stepping down after many years, interrupted
by just a few brief gaps as Stage Secretary. In recognition of this I would like to present them both with an
award for Outstanding contribution to the theatre. “

That’s all for now
Joanna
Carver Chair
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Club Night Survey 2018 - Feedback
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…meeting, relaxing and chatting with friends
…seeing old and new and like-minded members.

You like …

…seeing or being involved in organised entertainment or a themed
evening.
…cheap bar prices!
…relaxing after helping out.
…the time as it is too late in the evening.
…them when it’s just the same people.
You don’t like...
……

…it when only a few people turn up.
…the seating as it can be uncomfortable.
…not having a focus or theme.
…not knowing who might be attending.
…that it is not an ideal night of the week.

…technical training or drama coaching evenings.
…themed nights.
Your ideas…

…play readings.
…special guests (even paid).
…quiz nights.
…socialise so we know who might be attending.
…have a rolling Exec member presence.

We do listen. We are acting on your
feedback. Thanks for helping.
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SPECIAL CARVER MEMBER EVENINGS!
Wednesday 24th October- change of star: we will now have This That
& The Other to entertain us starring Judith Howcroft, Michael Howells
and John Rowcroft

Wednesday 14th November - an Evening of Poetry from Bernice Yates and Shirley Molloy

Wednesday 28th November - Beetle Drive organised by Eden Carruthers

Saturday 8th December - Christmas Party - fun and games with the Juniors attempting to
build the World’s longest paper chain. Supper and possibly a visit from Father Christmas all
for £5 per adult and £2.50 per child

Please let Caroline Calverley know caroline@alexanderdigital.co.uk if you want to attend any
of the events so we can make sure we have sufficient seating.

If anyone is interested in non acting roles for specific
plays that they should contact the relevant department co-ordinator via the
appropriate co-ordinator email address, which can be found on the Carver
Member site or on the notice boards
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Bearnice Yates receiving her
Outstanding Contribution Award

A WARM WELCOME is extended to our new members:

Debbie Bruce who is joining us to appear in The Hollow
Alison Frater who has many years’ experience in props at New Mills and is joining us to help with props and back
stage during the productions
Michael Howells who we saw on stage in Albert Wrigglesworth’s Teeth and is also willing to help with FoH
Sally and Andrew Jolley. Sally is directing The Hollow and we will see Andrew on stage later in the year
Harriet Kayes who we are delighted has moved up from the Junior section and is keen to get on stage
Claire Lane who has joined to help with the Junior section
Dorothy Neillands who will also appear in The Hollow and is willing to help with make-up and wardrobe, FoH, teas
and bar
John Rowcroft who appeared in Journey’s End
Aron Thornley who you may have seen behind the bar but who is also keen to help back stage during productions
and help with the Juniors
Mariae Tucker who is an actress and happy to help with FoH
Julian Winstanley who we have already seen on stage in Vicar of Dibley, and last but not least
Rick Wood who we saw in his first role on stage in Wife after Death
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Some of the Fantastic
Passion, Reviews and
Comments on
Facebook for our
Theatre
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Spotlight on Members…
As many of you know, Mike and I have been going to India twice a
organizing the drive to eliminate polio.

year for the past 12 years

Many of our younger members will not have heard of the disease. which paralyses the limbs of children.
We have taken a large number of Rotarians during this
time, and joined up with groups from Japan , USA,
Australian and many European countries. Each year,
National Immunisation Day took place when 173
million children under 5 are given two drops of the
oral vaccine mainly in one day and the following few
days.
India was declared polio free and now that the switch
from oral vaccine to injections has now taken place, we
feel we have completed our work.
The past Prime Minister of India at a Conference in Delhi thanked the 2.5 million Volunteer Immunisers and
said he had only one word to say and that was ‘gratitude’ as without so much voluntary help the project
would not have succeeded.
When Mike first suggested we join the teams of Immunisers I was wary of how we would cope. However, I
have to say that at the end of this amazing plan , I feel we have been privileged to have been involved in a
project that can only be described as a miracle in such a chaotic country.

As organisers of groups of up to 106 people, sometimes it felt it was not too different to producing a panto.
Have you all got your uniforms? I want you all here spot on at 7.30! Do you need the toilet before we go
out? Can you please pay attention for 5 minutes. You never know when your Carver experiences will be
useful.

Bernice
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Agatha Christie in the North
Dame Agatha Christie's books have sold over two billion copies worldwide in nearly one hundred languages.
She is the author of over eighty crime books with six romantic novels under the name of Mary Westmacott. The
body of her work is best selling with figures just behind Shakespeare and the Bible.
She wrote nineteen plays the most famous being the Mousetrap which is the world’s longest running show. It
opened in 1952 at the Ambassadors Theatre and has appeared at St Martin’s Theatre since 1973. In 1952
Agatha Christie became the first women to have three plays running in London at the same time. A memorial in
homage sits near to St Martin’s Theatre off Leicester Square.
Hercule Poirot, the all knowing Belgian detective made his bow in 1920 in Agatha Christie’s first book to feature
him The Mysterious Affair at Styles. A few years later Miss Jane Marple an elderly village spinster appeared in
The Thirteen Problems, a collection of short stories.
When the community group, Friends of Marple Station, formed in May 2014 it was the Agatha Christie
association that everyone commented upon. Was Miss Marple really named after a visit by the author to Marple
station? Many thought it to be folk-law as there was no substance behind the claim, so the co-founder of the
group, Chris Taylor, made it his mission to try and find out the real story behind this famous link to the town of
Marple.
In July 2015, Mathew Prichard, grandson and closest living relative of the author, came to Marple as part of the
125th anniversary year of Agatha Christie’s birth and to celebrate the station’s 150th birthday. Mathew talked
about his family’s links to the area and unveiled a blue plaque that Agatha Christie Ltd had kindly commissioned.
This was done against the backdrop of artwork in the form of numerous Miss Marple book covers that had been
specially produced by HarperCollins Publishers. He read aloud a fan letter of response written by Agatha Christie
that had returned its way back to their archives. She wrote
Dear Mrs McMurphy,
I expect you will be interested to learn that at the time I was writing The Thirteen Problems (starting with a
series of 6 short stories for a magazine) I was staying with a sister of mine in Cheshire and we went to a sale
at Marple Hall - the house alone, she said, was worth seeing, a beautiful old manor, belonging to the
Bradshaws descended from Judge Bradshaw who sentenced Charles I.
It was a very good sale with fine old Elizabethan and Jacobean furniture and at it I bought 2 Jacobean oak
chairs which I still have - Wanting a name for my "old maid" character I called her Jane Marple.
So now you know the answer to your question!
Yours Sincerely
Agatha Christie
Investigating matters further Chris found that her father had died in 1901 leaving her mother to raise their
youngest child, Agatha Mary Clarissa Miller, alone. Agatha was 11 at the time and less than a year later her
older sister Madge married James Watts of Abney Hall, Cheadle. Agatha would often travel north by train on her
own to stay with her sister and family at Abney Hall, thus where much of the inspiration for her stories begins.
Agatha frequently used the nearest main line railway station at Stockport when arriving from London. Her
relatives would send a welcoming party to greet her and bring her the short journey back to Abney Hall.
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Abney Hall is a Grade II* listed building set within substantial grounds and had been in the Watts family for
generations descending from Sir James Watts who was Mayor of Manchester and High Sheriff of Lancashire.
In time Agatha Christie would write many hit titles in the North, using Abney Hall as the setting to some of her
mansion house murders. She would also use her brother-in-law as a sounding board for her ideas and dedicated
a number of books to him.
The Watts family also owned the Kinder estate and property in Hayfield, including Farlands and the stunning
Upper House. They farmed the difficult moorlands, used it as their countryside retreat for shooting and outdoor
pursuits as well as a place of entertaining away from spotlight of Manchester. Agatha Christie would spend
regular family gatherings at Upper House along with her daughter Rosalind and grandson Mathew. Such was
the proximity to Abney Hall they would often visit Hayfield by train, then served by a branch line from New Mills,
passing through Marple hence it is this railway journey via Marple station where most people associate Agatha
Christie’s famous detective.
The Watts family were wealthy aristocrats and cotton magnets who moved in high circles. Amongst other things
they built a warehouse in Manchester which is now the Britannia Hotel, Portland Street formerly the Watts
Warehouse. The Watts were well aware of the industrial movement at Marple and its surroundings that had
stemmed from the town's canal heritage, included a richness of mill buildings and benefited from good transport
links by rail especially from Marple station. They visited the town frequently in which Agatha's nephew, Jack
Watts who was very theatrical once dressed up in disguise and called himself Lady Cheadle. Such was his talent
he was able to open a fete in Marple without anyone recognising. Jimmy and his brother Humphrey loved acting
and they owned Fitups later known as Watts & Corey which supplied stage scenery.
As mentioned in Agatha Christie’s letter the defining association to the town is that she took the name from the
old mansion house, Marple Hall, which is now the site of a school bearing the same name. This building played
an important part in the town’s history and although the stately home has long since been demolished, a date
stone from the building can be found at the rear of the site which was unveiled by the Marple Civic Society in
1983.
When Agatha Christie was thinking up the name of her female detective in residence at Marple Hall was Henry
Bradshaw-Isherwood. The mansion had been passed through the family, in which Henry had inherited the estate
after his father’s passed away in 1926 when Henry was 55. Henry had very little interest in Marple Hall and lived
there for a short period before returning to his own main home in London. The hall and estate were left to decay
and at the turn of the 1930s the new owner put the majority of the hall's furniture and contents up for sale at
auction. As said Agatha Christie bought a pair of Jacobean chairs from the Marple Hall auction which she kept
at her own house, Greenway near Torquay now a National Trust property. According to the Manchester
Guardian the Marple Hall auction involved amongst other things the sale of bed that Oliver Cromwell had slept
in. The two Jacobean chairs reached 17 and 12 guineas respectively and transportation home with her new
wares would have probably been by rail. Marple station was a mere mile away from the hall and a place that
distributed everything and anything, so Christie would have probably thought this the natural route home with
her chairs.
Returning back to Agatha Christie’s letter, as stated her first book to feature Miss Marple was “The Thirteen
Problems” which is about a gathering of people that meet to discuss unsolved and strange happenings.
Interestingly Miss Marple mentions in the chapter - The thumb mark of St Peter, a lady called Clara (her mother’s
name) and a King Charles tankard which may well be a reference to Charles I sentenced by Judge Bradshaw.
Agatha Christie has numerous other links to the North including when she was becoming a household name
she went missing. She left her home in Berkshire only to be found hundreds of miles away in Harrogate. Also in
later life she married her second husband Max at St Cuthbert's Church in Edinburgh.
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